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We report on the recent results on CP, T and CPT tests in the neutral kaon sector obtained with
the KLOE dataset. Search for the CP-violating decay KS → 3π 0 is described. We present also
recent measurement of the charge asymmetry for the KS → πeν decay and preliminary results of
direct test of T and CPT in neutral kaon transitions. Prospects of further improvement of these
tests with KLOE-2 dataset are also given.
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1. Introduction

2. The KLOE experiment and its upgrade
The KLOE experiment was operated at the DAΦNE e+ e− collider [28] working at a cen√
ter of mass energy around the φ meson mass: s = 1019.45 MeV. In the period 2000-2006
KLOE gathered integrated luminosity of about 2.5 fb−1 at the φ peak and around 250 pb−1 at
√
s = 1000 MeV [21]. The KLOE detector is presented schematically in Fig. 1. It consists of two
main parts, a large drift chamber [29] and 4-π lead scintillator electromagnetic calorimeter [30].
The drift chamber, 4 m in diameter and 3.3 m long, was built out of 12582 drift cells with tungsten
sense wires. It is constructed out of carbon fiber composite and uses a gas mixture of helium (90%)
and isobutane (10%). The drift chamber provides three-dimensional tracking with resolution in the
bending plane of about 200 µm, resolution on the z–coordinate measurement of about 2 mm and
of 1 mm on the decay vertex position. Momentum of a particle is determined from the curvature
of its trajectory in the magnetic field with a fractional accuracy σ p /p = 0.4% for polar angles
larger than 45◦ [21]. The KLOE electromagnetic calorimeter covers 98% of the solid angle. It is
composed in total by 88 modules forming a barrel and two side detectors. Each module is built
out of 1 mm diameter scintillating fibers grouped in cells of 4.4x4.4 cm2 and embedded in 0.5
1
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The discrete symmetries appeared to be of fundamental importance in modern physics, especially in the description of fundamental interactions. In particle physics a special role is played by
the discrete symmetries of parity operation (P), charge conjugation, reversal in time (T ) and their
combinations: CP and CPT . Violation of the P, C and CP symmetries by the weak interaction was
well established in the last century. The CP non-conservation was initially discovered in the neutral
kaon system via the decay of KL to two pion state [1] but there are other meson systems in which
one can observe breaking of this symmetry. In recent years CP violation was observed in B meson
decays, which appeared to be even stronger than for neutral kaons [2]. It was found in the B0 − B̄0
mixing [3,4] and directly in the decay amplitudes of B0 [5,6], B+ [7–9] and B0s [10]. The direct CP
violation was also observed in the kaon system, even earlier than in the beauty sector [11]. Based
on the Standard Model, one expects CP symmetry breaking also in the D meson system but it was
not seen yet experimentally [2]. The weak interaction violates also the time reversal symmetry.
Again, it has been observed only in neutral kaons (for CP-conjugate states) [12] and B decays [13].
In view of the matter-antimatter unbalance in the universe, many experiments search for new
sources of discrete symmetries violation, for example in baryonic systems [14] or in the leptonic
sector, in particular in positronium decays [15–17] and neutrino oscillations [18].
Despite a big experimental effort made up to now, there are still several open issues in the neutral
kaon system which need experimental data. A large CP violation is expected in the rare KL → π 0 νν
and K + → π + νν decays which recently have been searched for by the KOTO [19] and NA62 [20]
experiments. CP violation is still not well measured for the KS meson, especially in its three-pion
and semileptonic decays. In this sector precise data was provided by the KLOE experiment which
performed also several CPT tests [21–27]. In this paper we present results of latest tests of CP, T
and CPT made using the KLOE dataset and perspectives for further improvement using data taken
recently by the KLOE-2 experiment.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the KLOE detector.

mm lead foils, and it is read out from both sides by photomultipliers [31]. The KLOE calorimeter
p
allows to measure particle energies and flight times with accuracies of σE /E = 5.7%/ E[GeV]
p
and σ (t) = 57ps/ E[GeV] ⊕ 100 ps, respectively [30]. It provides also the particle hit position
with accuracy of about 1 cm in the plane transverse to the fibers direction while the longitudinal
p
coordinate precision is energy dependent: σz = 1.2 cm/ E[GeV] [21, 32].
To complete and extend the KLOE physics program in 2014 the KLOE-2 Collaboration started a
new data-taking campaign with an upgraded detector [33]. To improve vertex reconstruction capabilities KLOE was equipped with an inner tracker [34] near the interaction region. To register
electrons and positrons from the γγ interaction with energy up to around 400 MeV we have placed
near the interaction point a small calorimeter. This Low Energy Tagger (LET) was built out of
LYSO crystals read out by silicon photomultipliers [35]. The second detector supporting the γγ
physics studies, High Energy Tagger (HET), was inserted inside the machine lattice about 11 m
away from the KLOE interaction point providing measurement of the displacement of the scattered
leptons with respect to the main orbit. This position-sensitive detector consists of 30 small BC418
scintillators 3x3x5 mm3 , which provides spatial resolution of 2 mm (corresponding to momentum
resolution of ∼1 MeV/c) [36]. Two additional calorimeters, QCALT and CCALT, were installed
to increase the KLOE acceptance. QCALT covers a region of DAΦNE quadrupoles and it is composed of five layers of 5 mm thick scintillator plates alternated with 3.5 mm thick tungsten slabs,
for a total depth of 4.75 cm [37]. The crystal calorimeter CCALT is placed near the interaction
point to increase the KLOE acceptance in the low polar angle region down to 8◦ . The basic layout
consists of two small barrels of LYSO crystals with SiPM readout [38].
The KLOE-2 data-taking campaign was concluded in 2018 with an integrated luminosity Lint =
5.5 fb−1 which, together with the old KLOE dataset, constitutes the biggest sample collected at the
φ mass peak. Taking into account the entanglement of kaons originating from the φ meson decays
and the possibility to tag one kaon with a decay or interaction of the other, KLOE-2 has a unique
2
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opportunity to test discrete symmetries in the kaon sector with a very high precision.

3. Recent results on CP, T and CPT tests and perspectives for the KLOE-2
The studies of the neutral kaon system with the KLOE data were focused in last years on
measurement of the CP-violating KS → 3π decays [23] and tests of the CPT , T and Lorentz symmetries via the determination of charge asymmetry for the KS → πeν decay [39] and studies of the
entanglement of the KS and KL states [24].

still poorly known, the current value of the KS →
−7 [2], and the K →
→ π + π − π 0 ) = ( 3.5+1.1
S
−0.9 ) · 10
final state can be produced in neutral kaon decays
with violation of the CP symmetry (for isospin I = 1 and I = 3) and without (I = 0 and I = 2).
The latter decays are strongly suppressed by the centrifugal barrier effects [2]. Anyhow, the two
kinds of final states can be separated by the analysis of the π + π − π 0 Dalitz plot, thus allowing the
A(KS →π + π − π 0 ) ∼
0
determination of the KS to KL decay amplitude ratio η+−0 = A(K
+ − 0 = ε + ε+−0 , where ε
L →π π π )
KS decays into three-pion final states are
+
π π − π 0 branching fraction amounts to BR(KS
3π 0 has never been observed. The |π + π − π 0 i

0

indicates the KS CP impurity and ε+−0 is the contribution of the direct CP-violating term [31]. In
the case of |π 0 π 0 π 0 i final state, only isospin I = 1 or I = 3 is allowed and the KS → 3π 0 decay is a
A(KS →π 0 π 0 π 0 ) ∼
purely CP violating process, for which one defines the analogous ratio: η000 = A(K
0 0 0 =ε+
L →π π π )

0 . As mentioned the K → 3π 0 decay was not yet observed and the Standard Model prediction
ε000
S
of its branching fraction is about 2 · 10−9 [40].
KLOE has searched for the KS → 3π 0 and set the best upper limit on |η000 | and branching ratio for
this decay. The measurement was based on tagging the KS with the interaction of the KL meson in
the KLOE calorimeter. The signal signature was composed then by six prompt γ quanta originating
from the interaction point. Background for this process was composed mainly by the KS → 2π 0
with two reconstructed photons originating from shower splitting in the calorimeter or accidental
coincidence with DAΦNE background. After the whole analysis chain we have found no candidate
events in the signal region for both data and Monte Carlo background simulation. This corresponds
to the upper limit on the branching fraction BR(KS → 3π 0 ) ≤ 2.6 × 10−8
q at 90% C.L. which can be
0

0

A(KS →3π )
BR(KS →3π )
translated into a limit on the amplitude ratio: |η000 | = A(K
= ττLS BR(K
0
0 ≤ 0.0088 at
L →3π )
L →3π )
90% C.L. [23]. With the additional data collected with the KLOE-2 detector we expect to further
improve the sensitivity of this search by the combined analysis of both datasets.

3.2 Measurement of the charge asymmetry for the KS → πeν decay
Semileptonic neutral kaon decays provide tests of many fundamental aspects of the Standard
Model, including the CP and CPT symmetries [27]. The charge asymmetries for KS and KL defined
as:
AS,L =

Γ(KS,L → π − e+ ν) − Γ(KS,L → π + e− ν̄)
Γ(KS,L → π − e+ ν) + Γ(KS,L → π + e− ν̄)
3
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are sensitive to CP violation [39]. If CPT symmetry is exact the two asymmetries are expected to
be identical and equal to the degree of the CP impurity in the kaon mixing [39]:
AS = AL = 2 Re (ε) ' 3×10−3 .
The sum and difference of AS and AL can be parametrized as:
AS + AL = 4[Re(ε) − Re(y)]
AS − AL = 4[Re(δ ) + Re(x− )] ,

where non-zero values of δ , Re(y) and Re(x− ) correspond to CPT violation in the kaon mass matrix, ∆S = ∆Q and ∆S 6= ∆Q decay amplitudes, respectively.
AL has been measured by the KTeV Collaboration with a good precision: AL = (3.322 ± 0.058stat ±
0.047syst ) × 10−3 [41]. The best measurement of its counterpart, AS , has been performed by KLOE
using 410 pb−1 of integrated luminosity with an uncertainty dominated by the statistical uncertainty [27, 39]. Recently, an analogous analysis was performed on the rest of the KLOE sample.
Again the KS sample was obtained by tagging with the KL interaction in the calorimeter. The
selection of KS → πeν decays was then performed asking for events with reconstructed vertex
formed by two tracks with opposite curvature close to the e+ e− interaction point. Both reconstructed tracks had to be associated with clusters in the calorimeter, which allowed to identify the
charged particles using the Time-Of-Flight technique. The main source of background originated
from the KS → π + π − decays and charged kaons. The best separation between the signal and
background components was obtained with the variable: M 2 (e) = (EKS − Eπ − pmiss )2 −~p2e , where
pmiss = |~pKS − ~pe − ~pπ |. ~pe denotes the measured momentum of lepton and EKS and ~pKS are the
KS energy and momentum, respectively. Analogously Eπ and ~pπ stand for energy and momentum
of the identified pion. For the signal events this variable peaks close to zero (see Figure 2) [39].
A data sample of KL → πeν decay tagged by the KS → π 0 π 0 was used as a control sample. The
obtained AS value was combined with the older KLOE result yielding the following number [39]:
AS = (−3.8 ± 5.0stat ± 2.6syst ) × 10−3 .
Taking into account the experimental estimations of AS and AL we have also computed values of
the CPT violation parameters [39]:
Re(x− ) = (−2.0 ± 1.4) × 10−3 ,
Re(y) = (1.7 ± 1.4) × 10−3 ,
As one can see, the dominant uncertainty of these results are still statistical and we expect further
improvement with the additional KLOE-2 data.
3.3 Direct test of T and CPT in neutral kaon transitions
Besides the test of the time reversal symmetry done by the CPLEAR Collaboration for CPconjugate neutral kaon states [12], one can perform direct test of T and CPT symmetries using
4
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kaon transitions between their pure flavour K, K̄ and CP-definite states {K+ , K− } [42–44]. The
strangeness states can be identified by semileptonic decays K → π − e+ ν and K̄ → π + e− ν̄ while
K+ and K− should decay into two (K+ → π + π − ) and three pions (K− → 3π 0 ). The initial state
of the kaon undergoing the transition is known from the decay of its quantum-entangled partner
(see Fig. 3) [42]. One can define the following ratios of probabilities of mentioned transitions as a

Figure 3: A scheme of the principle of the direct CPT test in neutral kaon transitions. The K 0 → K−
transition is identified by the semileptonic decay of K¯0 and the 3π 0 in the final state (a). The CPT conjugate
transition can be found by looking for the same semileptonic state accompanied by the K+ → π + π − decay
(b).

function of the decay time difference for the two kaons:
R2,CPT (∆t) ∼ P(K → K− )/P(K− → K̄)
R4,CPT (∆t) ∼ P(K̄ → K− )/P(K− → K)
The asymptotic values of R2,CPT and R4,CPT for ∆t  τS (where τS denotes the KS lifetime) are
sensitive to the T violation, while their ratio is related to the CPT violation parameters [44]:
R2,CPT (∆t  τS )
= 1 − 8Re(δ ) − 8Re(x− ) .
R4,CPT (∆t  τS )
5
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Figure 2: M 2 (e) distribution for data (black points) and fitted MC simulations (dotted histogram) for the
two semileptonic KS decays used to construct AS . The individual MC contributions are superimposed in the
plots. Figure adapted from [39].
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Measurement of the R2,CPT and R4,CPT ratios has been performed on the full KLOE dataset. The
analysis was performed for two classes of events. The first one with early kaon decay into a
semileptonic final state with two tracks registered in the KLOE drift chamber, and a later kaon
decay into 3π 0 resulting in up to 6γ quanta [45]. The other class constituted events with an early
kaon decay into two charged pions with two tracks originating close to the φ decay point, and
a later semileptonic decay. Preliminary results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 4. With the
KLOE-2 data sample we expect to reach a precision of about 10−3 on R2,CPT /R4,CPT .

4. Summary
Studies of the discrete symmetries are of great importance in view of understanding many
fundamental issues of astrophysics and particle physics, including the asymmetry of matter and
antimatter in the Universe. KLOE has significantly contributed to the understanding of the CP
violation in the kaon sector and provided many tests of other symmetries conservation, especially
CPT . The new data gathered by the KLOE-2 Collaboration combined with the old dataset enables
further improvement of the discrete symmetries studies in the neutral kaon sector.
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Figure 4: Preliminary distribution of the CPT -asymmetric double ratio R2,CPT /R4,CPT obtained with the
KLOE data. Figure adapted from [42].
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